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    ,     ,     
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  –  
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   see also  historiographical problems and 
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    ,    
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  Constantine III      see  Heraclius Constantine  
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  death of,        
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  administrative center at,       ,     
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  fortunes of empire at,       ,     ,     
  mint in,       ,     ,     
  perspectives of,       ,     ,     ,     
  receiving intelligence about rising Muslim 

power,       ,     ,   –   
  Copts,       
  Corippus,       ,     
  Corsi, P.,       
  Council of Chalcedon,       
  Count of Africa,       
  “Crusader” images and Heraclian heritage,       
  Crusades,       
   cubicularius ,       ,     ,     
  Cululis Th eodoriana      see  ʿAyn Jallūla  
  Cyrenaica,       ,     ,     ,     
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  Dahar, the,       
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  De Goeje, M. J.,       ,     
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  of Byzantinists,     –  ,     ,     ,     
  and ethnicity,       
  of Islamicists and Muslims,       ,     ,     , 

    ,     
   see also  historiographical problems and issues   

  Djaït, Hichem,       
   Doctrina Jacobi nuper Baptizati ,       ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     
  Donatist communities,       
  Dorsal Range (Tunisia),       ,     ,     
  dreams and visions,       ,     
  Dyophysite monks,         

  Egypt    
  Byzantine army in,       
  control by Muslims,       ,     ,     
  early attempts to rescue,       
  failing as a model,     –  
  sources for,        

   Ekthesis ,       ,     
  Elias of Nisibis,       
  Elpidius,       
  epigraphical evidence,       
  Ethiopia,       
  ethnicity    

  autochthonous non-Romanized populations 
(local tribes),       

  “Berber” term disfavored, “autochthonous 
peoples or tribes” or “non-Romanized 
local people” preferred,       

  Byzantine disapproval of ethnic diversity 
and fear of divine wrath,     –    

  Byzantine leaders’ and historians’ failure to 
understand autocthonous peoples,       ,     

  Byzantine stereotypes of Arabs and Persians,   
      

  composition of Byzantine army,       ,     
  controversy over,       
  diffi  culty in assessing ethnic diversity,       
  disciplinary perspectives,       
  ethnic and cultural affi  nity and confl ict,     –    
  Europeans’ stereotyping of North African 

ethnic groups,       ,     ,     ,   –  
  fragmentation of, as impediment to 

resistance against Muslims,     –    
  growing Greek character of imperial 

administration in North Africa, 
Greekness,       ,     

  linguistic and cultural identity in North 
Africa,       ,     ,     

  Romanitas/Romanness,       ,     

  Romanization and autochthonous peoples,       
   see also  Eurocentrism  ;   historiographical 

problems and issues;     individual terms and 
groups   

  Eurocentrism,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
   see also  historiographical problems and issues  

  exhaustion, as a battle strategy,         

  Fabia,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Fa�āla b. ‘Ubayd,       ,     ,     
  Fazzān oasis,       
  fi sh and shellfi sh,       ,     ,     
   fi tna  (civil war),       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,       ,     ,     
  fortifi cations,       ,     ,   –  ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Fournel, Henri,       ,     
  Fredegarius (source),       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  French army,       
  French scholarship on North Africa,     –  

   see also  colonialist and anti-colonialist 
frames of reference  

  fusion leadership,       
   see also  Kāhina  ;   Kasīla  

   futūḥ ,       
   Futūḥ al-buldān ,       ,     
   Futūḥ Miṣr wa-akhbāruhā ,         

  Gabes Gap, the,       
  Gautier, Emile,       
  Gelasius I, Pope,       
  Gennadius,       
  geographical and logistical realities,     –   

  climatic conditions,       
  coastal navigation to North Africa, 

diffi  culties of,       
  demographic and economic conditions,   

  –  
  diversity among thirteen micro-regions,     –  
  economic, military, and religious 

impediments,     –  
  failure to organize/provide all resources 

needed,     –  
  fragmentation as impediment to unity, 

source of vulnerability to raids,     –  
  luxury imports,       
  Muslim-controlled territorial buff er between 

Egypt and North Africa,       
  Numidia, strategic importance of,     –    
  resources,       ,     ,     
  Roman roads and fortifi cations,       ,     
  scope of, historical and geographical,     –  
   see also  maps  ;   individual features and 

resources listed separately   
  George I, Patriarch,       
  George of Pisidia,       
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  Ghadāmis, oasis of,       
  Gibbon, Edward,       
  Gigthis (modern Bou Grara),     –  ,    

  Muslim victories at,       ,     ,     ,      
  gold trade,       
  Gordian I,       
  Grand Erg Oriental (desert),       
  Gregoria,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Gregory, Exarch,       ,    

  death of,       ,     ,     
  rebellion of,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,      

  Gregory I, Pope,       
  Gsell, Stéphane,         

  Hadrian, Abbot (of England),       ,     
  Hadrumetum (Sousse),       ,     
  Hagia Sophia Church,       
  Hammada el Hamrah, the,       
  Ḥassān b. al-Nu‘mān al-Ghassānī,       ,     ,     , 

    ,     ,     
  Heraclian dynasty    

  end of,       ,     ,     ,     
  policies of,       ,     ,     
  prestige of,       ,      

  Heraclius,       ,     ,     ,     ,    
  death of,       
  familial ties with Africa,       ,   –  
  military heritage of,     –  
  ordering movement of troops to Egypt,        

  Heraclius Constantine (Constantine III),       , 
    ,     ,     ,    

  death of,       ,      
  Heraclonas,       
  hexagrams (silver),       ,     ,     
  Hippo Diarrhytus (Latin)/Bizerte (modern),   

    ,     ,     
  historiographical problems and issues,     – 

  absence of historical certainty,       ,       
  Byzantinists’ disciplinary perspectives,   

  –  
  colonialist and anti-colonialist frames of 

reference,       ,   –  ,       
  comparisons and cautions,     –  
  Constans II in historiography,     –  
  continuity existing in longer-term processes,   

  –  
  decolonialization of North African 

historiography,       
  discredited or unproven historical 

assumptions,       
  ethnicity, defi cient/biased disciplinary 

treatment of,       
  Eurocentrism,       ,     ,     ,     
  historical scope,     –  
  holy war/ jihād  concept,       ,     ,     

  Ibn Khaldūn’s cycles, applied to processes 
in Byzantine North Africa,       ,     , 
    ,     

  interrupted development of North Africa, 
theories of,     –    

  Islamicization, as complex process,       
  Maghribi historians/scholars,       ,     ,     ,     
  Muslim, Byzantine, and Latin sources 

compared,     –  
  Muslim oral tradition, evaluating and 

schools of,       ,     ,     ,     
  neglect of military history and perspectives,   

    ,     
  North American historians,       
  older historiographical categories no longer 

working,       ,     
  Orientalism,       ,     ,     ,     
  stereotypes in Roman, Byzantine, and 

colonial historical writing,       
  team research and collaboration needed to 

move forward,       
  turning point in Muslim–Byzantine 

encounters,     –  
   see also  disciplinary perspectives  ; 

  memory;     sources for specifi c groups and 
events   

  Hodna Mountains,       ,     ,     ,     
  Holy Land,       ,    

  North Africa’s long-term ties with,        
  holy war      see   jihād   
  Homo, Léon,       
  Honorius, Pope,       ,     
  hostage exchanges,       
  “Ḥubā�iba,” unresolved confusion of names in 

the Arabic historical tradition,       
   hypostrategos ,         

  Ibn ʿAbd al-Ḥakam,       ,     ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     

  Ibn Abī Dīnār,       
  Ibn al-Athīr,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Ibn al-Zubayr,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Ibn ‘Idhārī,       ,       ,     ,     
  Ibn Khaldūn,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     ,     ,     
  Ibn Lahī‘a,       ,     
  Ibn Ma�ād,       
  Ibn Nājī,       ,     
  Ibn Saʿd,       
  identity    

  cultural and religious,       ,     
  of interests, Byzantine authority and North 

Africans,     –  ,     ,   –    
   see also  ethnicity   

  Idris, Hady Roger,       ,     
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  Ifrīqiya,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,    
  Roman “Africa” (Tunisia and eastern 

Algeria),        
  intelligence, challenges for gathering,       ,   –  

   see also  strategic culture  
  invasion routes,       ,     
  Isidore, Bishop of Seville,       ,     
  Islam    

  contribution to long-term transformation of 
North Africa,     –    

  crushing Byzantine triumphalism,       
  early formation of thought,     –  ,     ,      

  Islamicists’ and Muslims’ disciplinary 
perspectives,       ,     ,     ,     ,     

  Islamicization,         

  Jabal Nafusah, the,       
  Jawara tribe,       
  Jews    

  disaff ected,       
  forcible conversion of,       ,     ,     
  hostility against,       ,     ,     ,     
  imperial repression of,     –  
  suspicions concerning,       
  worship prohibited in Africa,       ,      

   jihād ,       ,     ,     
  Jirba,       ,     ,     ,     ,   –  ,     ,    

  Muslim victories at,       ,     ,     ,     ,      
  John, Bishop of Nikiu,       
  John, dux of Tigisis,       ,     ,     
  John the Almsgiver, Alexandrian Patriarch,   

    ,     
  John (Ioannes) the Cubicularius,       ,     
  John Barkaines (of Barqa),       
  John IV, Pope,       
  Julien, Charles-André,       
  Justinian I,      

  and the Barberini Ivory,       
  prohibitions concerning Jews,        

  Justinian II,       ,     ,     ,     ,    
  overthrow of,       ,     ,        

  Kāhina,       ,     ,     ,     ,      
  defeat and death of,       ,     
  emergence of,     –  
  scorched-earth policies of,        

  Kairouan      see  al-Qayrawān  
  Kamsarakan, Narseh,       ,     
  Kasīla,       ,    

  Byzantine encouragement of,       
  contested memories of tribal leaders,     –  
  death of,       
  occupying Qayrawān,       ,      

  Kasserine–Tebessa Gap,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Keegan, John,       

  Kennedy, Hugh,       
  Kerkennah,       
  Khalīfa b. Khayyā� al-‘U�furī,       ,     ,     
  Khazar pressure,       
   Kitāb al-Ṭabaqāt al kabīr ,       
   kommerkiarioi ,       
  Kyprianos, Bishop of Th ena,         

   L Aʾfrica Romana  international congresses,       
  Lamis,       ,     
  Laroui, Abdullah,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Lawāta tribe,       
  Le Kef (Sicca Veneria),       
  Leclercq, H.,       
  Leo Africanus,       
  Leontios of Neapolis,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Leontius, Emperor,       ,     ,         ,     ,     
   Les Maures et l’Afrique romaine ,       
  Lewis, Archibald,       
   Liber Pontifi calis ,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Libya,       ,     ,     
   limitanei  (home guard),       
  linguistic barriers,         

  Maghrib, Maghribi = North Africa, North 
African     

  Maghribi historians,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     ,     ,    

  critics among,       
  responsibility of,        

   magistri militum ,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,       ,     
  al-Mālikī,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Mallorca,       
  Mammas,       ,     
  Manuel the eunuch,       
  al-Maqqarī, A�mad b. Mu�ammad,       
  Mardaites,       
  maritime trade,      

  controlling Mediterranean,       
  luxury imports into North Africa,        

  Martin I, Pope,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Martina,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  martyrs, memories of Christian,       ,     
  Marwān (son of Mūsā b. Nu�ayr),       
  Marwān b. al-Ḥakam,       ,     ,     ,     
  Marwānid family, and Muslim campaign to 

conquer North Africa,       
  Maslama b. Mukhallad al-An�ārī,       ,     ,     , 

    
  Mastias,       
  Matmata hills,       
  Mauretania, traditions of,       
  Mauretania I Caesariensis,       ,     ,     
  Mauretania II Tingitana,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Mauretania Sitifensis,       ,     
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  Mauri (= Moors), autochthonous participation 
in Battle of Sbeitla,       –  

  Mauricius (Maurice),      
  see also Strategikon   

  Maximus the Confessor,       ,     ,     ,     ,     , 
  –  ,     ,    

  advising Peter,       ,     ,     
  death of,       
  infl uence in Numidia,       
  polemics from,       ,     
  trial and exile of,       ,     ,     

     McCormick, Michael,       
  Mediterranean    

  maritime control of,       
  view of Africa from,        

  Mejerda (stream),       
  memory    

  of Byzantine trickery and murders of 
autochthonous leaders,       

  of Christian martyrs,       ,     
  of circus factions strife,       
  communal memory, use of in history and 

narratives,       
  contested at Sbeitla/Sufetula,     –  
  Heraclian family store of memories,       ,     
  Muslims’, of Byzantine conquest,       
  of North Africans,     –  
  of tribal legacy of Kasīla, contested,     –  
  of World War II operations, and North 

African historiography,       ,     ,     ,     , 
    

   see also  historiographical problems and 
issues  ;   sources   

  Mercier, Ernest,       ,     
  Michael the Syrian,       
  Mila,       
  Minorca,       
   Miracles of St. Artemios, Th e ,       
  Mizizios,       ,     
  Modéran, Yves,       
  Monoenergism,       
  Monophysite Christians,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Monotheletism (Miathelitism),       ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Moors    

  invasions in North Africa,       
  stereotypes of,       
   see also  Mauri  ;   Sbeitla, Battle of   

  morale,       
  Morizot, P.,       
  Morocco,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,       ,     
  M’sila (Hodna Mountains),       ,     
  Mu‘āwiya b. Ḥudayj,       ,     ,     ,     ,       
  Mu‘āwiya b. Abī Sufyān,       ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

   

  aggressive strategy of,     –   
   Muqaddimah ,       
  Mūsā b. Nu�ayr,      

  pushing westward,     –   
  Muslim civil wars      see   fi tna   
  Muslim group traditions    

  evaluating,       ,     ,     
  schools of,        

  Muslim military power in North Africa    
  Egypt and signifi cance of failings as a model,   

  –  
  military leadership, assessment of,     –  
  Muslim conquest as slow process,     –  
  Muslim conquests/expeditions, 

chronological table (Table ),     –  
  naval expeditions,       
  seafaring tradition, Arab/Muslim lack of,   

    
  strategic options for off ensives and resistance 

in –,     –    
  victories at Gigthis and Jirba,       ,   –  ,     , 

    ,     ,       
   see also  Sbeitla  ;   strategic culture   

  Muslims    
  apocalyptic expectations,       
  believing themselves aided by God,       , 

    ,     ,     
  bringing about long-term transformation 

of North Africa into a new polity and 
society,       

  contributing to a unifi ed concept of North 
Africa/Maghrib region,       

  interests, calculations, and leadership,   
  –  ,     

  struggle with Byzantium,     –   
  Muslims’ and Islamicists’ disciplinary 

perspectives,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
   see also  historiographical problems and 

issues  ;   sources    

  naval expeditions      see  Byzantine naval power  
  Nicephorus,       
  Nicetas,       ,     ,     ,     
  Nineveh, battle of,       
  North Africa and North Africans    

  Byzantine and Roman absence of concept of 
region,       

  Byzantine identity of interests with lacking,   
  –  ,     ,   –    

  discontent with fi scal and ecclesiastical 
policy,       

  interrupted development of, theories about,   
  –    

  Islam’s contribution to long-term 
transformation of as region,     –    
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  North Africa and North Africans (cont.)     
  local agency in, fragmented or discordant,   

    
  stereotypes of,       ,       ,     ,       ,   –  
  strategic options for autochthonous tribes in 

–,     –    
  unrest among local autochthonous peoples,   

  –    
   see also  Byzantines  ;   ethnicity  ;   resistance 

against Muslims in North Africa   
   Notitia Dignitatum ,       ,     
  Numidia,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,    
  defending,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     
  traditions of,        

  al-Nuwayrī,       ,     ,       

  oases,      
  culture of,        

  Olbia,       ,     ,     
  olive cultivation,       ,       
  Olympius, Exarch of Ravenna,       ,     
  Orientalism, assumptions and problems of,       , 

    ,     ,     
  Oued (Wādī) Akarit,       ,     
  Oued Meskiana,       
  Oued Moulouya,       ,       

  paganism,       
  Palestine, Muslim acquisition of,       ,     ,     
   patricius ,       
   patrikios ,       
  Paul, Constantinopolitan Patriarch,       
  pax coinage,     –  
  Persians, Byzantine stereotypic views of,       
  Peter, Constantinopolitan Patriarch,       
  Peter, General of Numidia,       ,     ,     ,    

  refusing to move troops to Egypt,       ,     ,     ,      
  Peyronnet, Raymond,       
  Philagrius,       ,     ,     
  Phocas,       ,    

  overthrow of,       ,      
  “phylarchs,”       
  Pirenne Th esis,       
  place names (toponymics), comparisons of, for 

clarifi cation,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  poll tax,       
  Prefecture of Africa,       
  Prefecture of Gaul,       
  Prefecture of Oriens,       
  Pringle, Denys,       ,     
  prisoner exchanges,       
  Procopius of Caesarea,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     

  Pseudo-Methodius,  Apocalypse ,       ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     

  public debate over Christology, banned by 
edict,       

  public works in North Africa, resources for,       
  Pyrrhus, Patriarch,       ,     ,     ,       

  Qattara Depression,       
  al-Qayrawān (modern Kairouan),       ,     ,     , 

    ,    
  founding of,       ,     ,     
  Kasīla occupying,        

  Quraysh tribe,         

  Rabanus Maurus,       
  raiding by Muslims,       ,     ,       

   see also  Muslim military power in North Africa  
  rainfall,       
  al-Raqīq al-Qayrawānī,       ,     ,     
  regions      see  geographical and logistical realities  
  religious scapegoating,       ,   – 

  accusations of/trials for conspiracy or 
betrayal to Muslims or “Saracens,”     –    

  Heraclian decree against Jews at Carthage,       
  impediment to developing a coherent 

Byzantine and Romano-African defense,   
  –  

  imperial eff orts to enforce conformity,       
  religion as essential component of both 

Christian and Muslim frames of 
reference,       

  religious discord as cause of military 
failure against the Muslims an unproven 
hypothesis,       

   see also  Christian contexts in North Africa   
  resistance against Muslims in North Africa,   

  – 
  autochthonous core in Numidia, Aures 

Mountains,       ,     ,     ,     
  Byzantine identity of interests lacking,   

  –  ,     ,     
  fragmented from beginning to end,     –  
  impact of religious disputes on unifying 

resistance,     –  
  local grievances not eliminated after defeat 

by Muslims,       
  options for off ensives and resistance,     –    
  shift to tribes (–),     –  
  suspicions over Byzantine defense eff orts 

against Muslims,       
  termination of,     –  
   see also  ‘Uqba b. Nāfi ‘   

  Rīf,       ,     ,     
   Riḥlat al-Tijānī ,       
   Riyāḍ al-nufūs ,       
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  Roman Empire    
  living on in Byzantium,       ,     ,     ,     
  old road system of,       ,     
  political claims of,        

   Romanitas ,       ,     
   see also  ethnicity  

  Romano-African elites,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,    
  written records left by,       
   see also  ethnicity  ;   North Africa and North 

Africans   
  Romanos IV Diogenes,       
  “ Rūm ,”       ,     
  Ruwayfi ‘ b. Th ābit al-An�ārī,       ,     ,       

  Saborius,       ,     ,     
   sacellarius ,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Saharan Atlas,       
  Sahil,       ,     
   ṣā’ ifa  (summer raids),       
  St. Catherine’s (Mount Sinai),       
  Saracens,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Sardinia,       ,     
  Saumagne, Charles,       
  Sayf b. ‘Umar,       
  Sbeitla, Battle of,     – 

  autochthonous participation of Mauri 
(Moors) in,     –  

  contested memory at,     –  
  enduring geographical and strategic 

signifi cance,     –  
  Gregory’s headquarters at,       
  humiliating terms of defeat/tribute,     –  
  hypothesized location of battle,     –  
  and insights from  Strategikon ,     –  
  Muslim strategy of feigned fl ight and 

ambush,     –  ,     
  no eyewitness Byzantine or Latin narrator,       
  rout and destruction,     –  
  setting and strategic structures,     –  
  suboptimal sources about,       ,   –   

  Sbeitla (modern Tunisian town)/Sufetula 
(Roman ruins nearby),       ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     ,    

  Gregory’s headquarters at,       
  rout and destruction at,     –   

  scapegoating      see  religious scapegoating  
  Sebeos,       ,     
  Septem (port) = Ceuta (modern), Sebta 

(Arabic),       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Sergius, Patriarch,       
  Setif,       
  Severinus, Pope,       
  Shahrbarāz, Sasānian General,       ,     
  sirocco,       ,     

  Sixth Ecumenical Council,       ,     ,     ,     
  Sophronius, Patriarch of Jerusalem,       
  sources    

  absence of Christian records of experiences, 
a mystery,       

  absence of records about Muslim conquests 
in interior,       

  Arabic and non-Arabic sources compared,       
  Arabic sources and traditions on resistance 

in Numidia,       
  challenges of generally for study of Byzantine 

and Muslim North Africa,     –  
  fragmentary,       ,     
  historical sources on Muslim campaigns,   

  –    
  Muslim, Byzantine, and Latin sources 

compared,     –  
  Muslim oral traditions/reports, evaluation 

of,       ,     
  no eyewitness Byzantine or Latin narrator/

narrative at Sbeitla, suboptimal sources 
for other events,       ,     ,   –  

  Romano-African elites, written records left 
by,       

   see also  disciplinary perspectives  ; 
  historiographical problems and issues   

  Sousse (Hadrumetum),       ,     ,     ,     
   spatharius ,       ,     
  speculations, counterfactual,       ,     
  stereotyping      see  ethnicity  ;   historiographical 

problems and issues  
  Stotzas,       
  strategic culture and military doctrine    

  African drill,     –  
  ambushes, as Muslim maneuver/formation,   

    ,     ,     ,     ,     
  battle lines, single and double, and the 

 Strategikon ,     –  
  Battle of Sbeitla, strategic signifi cance of,   

  –  ,     
  Byzantine strategic culture in North Africa,   

  –  
  Byzantine troop estimates exaggerated by 

Muslims,       
  defi ning,       
  exhaustion/Vegetian strategies,       ,     ,     
  fi xed formations and positions/ranged 

combat,       ,     
  innovations, knowledge transfer through 

rotation,     –  ,       
  intelligence, gathering of,       ,   –  
  military institutional reforms, no evidence 

of,       
  military manuals, lacking wisdom on 

fi ghting Arabs or North Africans,       ,     
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  strategic culture and military doctrine (cont.)    
   mobile striking forces, and Numidia,       
  Muslim/Islamic strategic culture, tactical 

innovations, diplomatic skills,       ,   –  , 
    –  

  North African military fundamentals 
summarized (Homo, ),       

  passive strategy and tactics of Byzantines,       
  personal presence of emperor,     –  
  qualifi ed local recruits, lack of,       
  role of camel, not established,       
  staffi  ng, engaging winning Byzantine 

commanders,     –  
  strategic options for resistance in –,     –    
  strategic structures, and Sbeitla,     –  
   Strategikon , and Byzantines,       ,   –  
  use of arms, lack of training in,       
   see also  fortifi cations  ;   geographical and 

logistical realities  ;   resistance against 
Muslims in North Africa  ;    Strategikon    

   Strategikon , (Mauricius)        ,     ,    
  insights into Sbeitla from,     –   

  Stratos, A.,       
  Sufetula (Roman ruins)/Sbeitla (modern 

Tunisian town)      see  Sbeitla  
  Sulaymān,       
  surveillance possibilities,       ,     
  Sūs al-Aq�ā,       ,     
  Syria, Byzantine withdrawal from,         

   Ṭabaqāt ‘ulamā’ Ifrīqiya wa-Tūnis ,       
  al-Labarī,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Tahūda,       
  Talbī, Mohamed,       
  Tangier/Tingis,       
  Lāriq b. Ziyād,       ,     ,     ,     
  Taurus range,       
   taxeotes , story about,       
  Tebessa,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Teleghma,       ,     
  Tell Atlas,       ,     ,     
  terrain, investigations of,       ,     
  themal paradigm (“theme system”) in 

Byzantine military,       ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Th eodore, Pope,       ,     ,     ,     
  Th eodosius I,       ,     
  Th eoktistos,       
  Th eophanes the Confessor,       
  Th eudimir,       
  Tiberius II (Apsimar),       ,     ,     ,    

  Byzantine fl eet commander,       ,      
  al-Tijānī,       
  Tikarwān,       
  Timgad,       
  Tingis/Tangier,       

  Toynbee, Arnold J.,       
  transhumance,       
  transhumant movement,       
  Treadgold, W.,       
  tribal resistance      see  resistance against Muslims 

in North Africa  
  tribes    

  Banū ʿAbd al-Wād,       
  Banū Ifran,       
  Jawara,       
  Lawāta,       
  Quraysh,        

  tribute, exacted by Muslims,       ,     –  , 
    ,     

  Tripoli, Muslim occupation of,       
  Tripolitania,       
  True Cross,       ,     ,     
  Tubna (Tobna, Tubunae),       ,     ,     ,       
  Tunis,       
  Tunisia,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,    

  core area of investigation,       
  status of Byzantine defenses in southern 

(–),     –   
   Typos ,       ,       

  ‘Umar, Commander of the Believers,       ,     , 
    

  unrest among local and autochthonous North 
Africans,     – 

  ‘Uqba b. Nāfi ‘ al-Fihrī,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 
    ,     ,     

  campaigns of,     –  
  death of,       
  expedition of /,     –    
  foundation of Qayrawān by,       
  signifi cance of resistance to,     –   

  ‘Uthmān b. ʿAff ān,       ,       ,     ,     ,       

  Valentine, General Aršakuni,       ,     
  Vandals,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Vegetian strategy,      

  of exhaustion,        
  Visigothic Spain    

  Byzantines raiding,       ,     
  Muslim expedition,        

  visions and dreams,       ,     
  Vitalian, Pope,         

  Wahb b. ‘Umayr,       
  Walīd,       
  al-Wāqidī,       ,     ,     
  warfare, understanding seventh-century,       ,     
  “winterings,”       ,     ,     
  World War II, operations in North Africa,       , 

    ,     ,     ,       
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  al-Ya‘qūbī,       ,     
  Yarmūk, battle of,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     , 

    ,     ,     
  Yazīd I,       ,       

  Zabi Justiniana,       ,     ,     ,     ,     ,     
  Zeugitana      see  Africa Proconsularis  
  Zoroastrians,       
  Zuhayr b. Qays al-Balawī,       ,     ,     ,     ,        
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